
JOIN THE

Manthrakodi Preferred Marketplace

About
The Manthrakodi Preferred Marketplace is a featured list of vendors that specialize in Malayalee
Christian Weddings.

In this two-sided marketplace:

- You will get exposure and potential clients.
- Couples will get cost-savings through access to preferred rates.

Why join?
By becoming a Preferred Vendor, you will be showcased to Malayalee Christian couples as they
begin their planning process. Your page will showcase videos, pictures, testimonials, and more
that show your expertise in this niche.

What’s the cost?
You don’t pay us (Manthrakodi) anything for being featured. We just ask that you honor your
preferred rate to any couples that we introduce you to.

What are the requirements?
The information below is necessary for us to properly show couples what their options are.

NOTE: We only want to feature vendors that are experts in this niche, so we exclude vendors
that have worked with less than five Malayalee Christian Weddings.

<<< FILL OUT THIS FORM TO GET STARTED >>>

Information we need from you:

- Packages you offer and pricing

Please give us a brief description of the packages you offer and their typical prices.

https://manthrakodi.com/preferred-vendor/


Your pricing will NOT be published or shared with the couple. Pricing is used to vet out couples
that are below your price point, and combined with your discounted rate to create an estimated
cost savings on your profile. For example:

If your lowest priced package is $3,000 and you offer a 10% discounted rate, your page will
display:

“Savings start from $300”

We realize that many vendors have highly variable pricing, but please try to give us at least a
general estimate or lowest priced package. This section is required.

- The discount that you are willing to offer Malayalee Christian couples

Reminder that all cost savings are being passed to the couple (and their families).

With that in mind, please enter the percentage or dollar amount you are willing to offer these
couples.

- Testimonials

Please share at least 5 of your best testimonials from couples in this market. These testimonials
will help build trust and showcase your expertise in this niche. This is also a good place to
differentiate your brand.

- Photos/Videos

Optional. Please share any photos or videos that you would like to feature!

- Where you service

The areas and regions that you are willing to service. If “anywhere”, please share what your
traveling expense is.

- Specific areas you do NOT want to offer preferred discounts to

This will make it so your business does NOT show up for couples that are searching for vendors
in this region.

This is only for vendors that feel like they already get enough customers from a particular
region.

<<< FILL OUT THIS FORM TO GET STARTED >>>

https://manthrakodi.com/preferred-vendor/

